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the same mental ago follow similar kinds of occupations in
the domestic service fields. With a mental age of ten, boys
can be employed as machine operator, electrician's helper,
painter, and in similar occupations. Girls having a mental
age of ten years can operate machines, do more patterned
type of hand work, and serve as salesgirls. Carpenters must
have an intelligence quotient of about 100, clerical work
requires an intelligence quotient of approximately 110 or
higher; and standard medical schools and schools of law
exclude all but the top 5 per cent in mental ability.
An individual may be too intelligent as well as not intelli-
gent; enough for a particular job. If he is too intelligent
for it, he will feel dissatisfied and tend to leave it for another
as soon as opportunity offers. A number of firms have
abandoned the policy of employing the most intelligent per-
sons they could find because, under that policy, their turn-
over was so high.
An attitude of pride in all kinds of worthy work suited
to the individual's ability should be developed. Attaching
emotional satisfactions to the occupational area in which a
person has the greatest chance to succeed is essential to a
happy vocational adjustment. Such adjustment frequently
is prevented by parents who show pleasure when their child
expresses a desire to be a doctor, but are displeased when
he says he wants to be a bricklayer. They want their child
to have a position higher up the socio-economic scale than
they had regardless of his ability to attain a conventionally
"superior" vocational status. Less than a fourth of Ameri-
can children want to follow their parents' vocational path.
Mental level, however, is not the only determinant for
occupational choice and success. The individual's physical
appearance, his emotional development, and other person-
ality factors must be considered The most difficult ado-
lescents to place vocationally are those who are emotionally
unstable as well as mentally defective. Accordingly, one
must study the personality factors before beginning to train
any sub-normal boy or girl for a position. Individuals with
orthopedic defects are less difficult to place, and have been

